Risk Comparison Imperative

The COVID-19 pandemic reminded us that the political process assigns too much attention to the latest significant risk. IOPA needs to explore mandates and incentives that will force more balanced application of risks to decisionmaking.

For example, this from a July 25, 2023 WSJ Op-Ed:

“The public-health clerisy focused narrowly on virus risks, ignoring the social, economic and psychological damage from lockdowns.”

Revisit this page, periodically, to observe our progress in this research area. Hopefully, by your next visit, we can announce proposals and requests for proposals for specific projects. Once we have an analysis completed, we will commission a review from a scholar likely to be a basis for civil, informed disagreement, and create conversation forums for further assessment. To be involved in any aspect of the process, e-mail us at: IOPACHief@policytalk.org